Directed Section Cellular Respiration Answer
skills worksheet directed reading a - directed reading a section: cell energy 1. why do cells need energy?
... cellular respiration in the cells of eukaryotes takes place in _____inside the cell. 18. during photosynthesis,
plant cells use carbon dioxide to make glucose and release oxygen. how is this different from cellular
respiration? km 364e-20141210150246 - nashobatech - chapter 9 section 1 p. 197 1. class date directed
reading section: energy in living systems in the space provided, write the letter of the description that best
matches each term. photosynthesis a. involves building molecules that can be used as 2. 3. 4. autotroph
cellular respiration metabolism an energy source, or breaking down molecules in skills worksheet directed
reading a - directed reading a section: the diversity of cells 1. cell 2. c 3. d 4. a 5. e 6. b 7. c 8. a 9. b 10. all
organisms are made of one or more cells. the cell is the basic unit of all living things. all cells come from
existing cells. 11. cell of plants and fungi 12. b 13. e 14. d 15. a 16. c 17. cell membranes, organelles,
cytoplasm, and dna 18 ... skills worksheet directed reading a - directed reading a section: the diversity of
cells 1. cell 2. c 3. d 4. a 5. e 6. b 7. c 8. a 9. b 10. all organisms are made of one or more cells. the cell is the
basic unit of all living things. all cells come from existing cells. 11. cell of plants and fungi 12. b 13. e 14. d 15.
a 16. c 17. cell membranes, organelles, cytoplasm, and dna 18 ... directed section the cell cycle answers directed reading chapter 6 section 2: the cell cycle complete each statement by writing the correct term or
phrase in the space ... during the life of the cell cycle. skills worksheet directed reading b skills worksheet
directed reading - biology - directed reading section: energy and living things 1. b 2. c 3. d 4. e 5. a 6. 5 7. 2
8. 4 9. 1 10. 3 11. during cellular respiration, stored chemical energy is released gradually in a series of
enzyme-assisted reac-tions. when a log is burned, stored chemical energy is released quickly as heat and light.
12. atp is called an energy currency skills worksheet directed reading a - skills worksheet directed reading
a section: cell energy use the terms from the following list to complete the sentences below. sun food
reproduce 1. all cells need energy to live, grow, and . 2. plant cells get their energy from the . 3. many animal
cells get the energy they need from . from sun to cell skills worksheet active reading - biology - home directed reading section: energy and living things 1. b 2. c 3. d 4. e 5. a 6. 5 7. 2 8. 4 9. 1 10. 3 11. during
cellular respiration, stored chemical energy is released gradually in a series of enzyme-assisted reac-tions.
when a log is burned, stored chemical energy is released quickly as heat and light. 12. atp is called an energy
currency chapter the cell in action section 2 cell energy - interactive textbook 25 the cell in action
section 2 name class date cell energy continued light energy chloroplast mitochondrion photosynthesis co 2 h
2 o c 6 h 12 o 6 o 2 cellular respiration releases carbon dioxide and water. these are used by plant cells in
photosynthesis. photosynthesis uses carbon dioxide and water and produces glucose ... skills worksheet
directed reading b - jr033.k12 - section: asking about life circle the letter of the best answer for each
question. 1. what is the study of living things called? a bfe science cvestigation dking questions it all starts
with a question 2. what do algae, redwood trees, and whales show? ... directed reading b skills worksheet
technology analyze data skills worksheet directed reading b - umasd - directed reading b continued use
the figure below to answer questions 15, 16, and 17. circle the letter of the best answer for each question. 15.
look at the figure. what two processes does it show? a. photosynthesis and breathing b. breathing and growing
c. growing and cellular respiration d. photosynthesis and cellular respiration 16. skills worksheet directed
reading b - directed reading b continued cellular digestion circle the letter of the best answer for each
question. 16. what do lysosomes do? ake new proteins bve material around ct rid of waste and digest food
deate vesicles vacuoles 17. what is a function of some vacuoles? a make proteins c make sugar b store water
d. to harden the cell chapter 9: photosynthesis and cellular respiration concept ... - 9.3 - directed
reading section: cellular respiration complete each statement by writing the correct term or phrase in the
space provided. 1. cells harvest the energy in organic compounds to make atp through a process called _____
_____. 2. skills worksheet directed reading a - mrs. pierce's class - directed reading a continued 10. the
particles that make up all matter are called . 11. as atoms decay what do they release? 12. the time it takes
for half of the unstable atoms in a sample to decay is the sample’s . 13. when scientists measure the ratio of
unstable atoms to stable atoms in a sample of rock, what are they trying to determine?
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